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CASE 52 PENSION ADJUSTMENT 

 
To consult the details of box 52, we invite you to consult the ARC website: 
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-
agency/services/tax/businesses/topics/payroll/completing-filing-information-
returns/t4-information-employers/t4-slip/filling-t4-slip.html 

 

If this box should needs to be used in your situation, here's how 
to configure it in Dynacom: 

If you have the specialized payroll module with Dynacom: 

 Adjust the cumulative of the employee in the FACEQUIV pay category. 

Box 52 is already configured with the cumulator category FACEQUIV. So it will be 
included on the statement. 

NOTE: Specialized payrolls are included in the Dynacom ERP edition. 
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If you don't have specialized payroll: 

 An adjustment to the employee's cumulative cannot be created in the FACEQUIV 
payroll cumulator category since it cannot be added to box 52 of the T4 

Note that the FACEQUIV cumulator category is only available with the ERP edition of 
Dynacom, as well as with the specialized payroll module with the PME edition of 
Dynacom. 

Note: The specialized payroll module is not offered with the LITE edition. 

So, here it will be necessary: 

 Create a custom field in the employee's maintenance to enter his pension adjustment 
and add it to box 52 of T4 via the configuration of boxes. 
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Here you will get a message recommending that you take a backup of your data before 
proceeding. If you do not wish to take a backup, simply click on NO. 
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Once finished, go to employee maintenance, you will find a new tab "Personalized 
fields". 
 

 
Enter the information in box 52 and save. 

 
 
Then go to the T4 printout, and click on the "T4 box configuration" icon. 
Then, select box 52. 
 

 
Then, find the custom field that we created beforehand and check it. 
It will therefore be included in the statement. 


